This paper is concerned with computing the L-functions of the title in terms of modular forms. Because one can produce zeros of these L-functions, they seem to provide interesting test cases for various conjectures relating L-functions to cycles.
The theorem and some consequences 1 . Statement of the theorem. Fix a prime p, an extension F q of the field of p elements F p , and an integer n so that p n ≥ 3. Let K n be the function field of the Igusa curve of level p n over F q . The field K n is an extension of degree (p n −p n−1 )/2 of the rational function field F q (j). There is a unique elliptic curve E over K n whose modular invariant is j and such that E (p n ) has p n points of order p n rational over K n . For each non-negative integer d, let E d be the d-fold self product of E over K n . We will be interested in the L-functions associated to the cohomology groups
Fix a separable closure K n of the function field K n and let G = Gal(K n /K n ).
For each prime = p, one has theétale cohomology group H i (E d ⊗ K n , Q ); it is a finite dimensional Q vector space. The group G acts on E d ⊗ K n and one obtains a linear representation
For each place v of K n , let deg(v) be its degree, D v a decomposition group at v and I v the inertia subgroup of D v . The quotient D v /I v is isomorphic toẐ, and has a canonical topological generator F v , the Frobenius element at v. Define, as usual, the L function associated to the representation ρ i by
This product converges absolutely, as a function of the complex variable s, in the half plane Re s > i 2 + 1, and is independent of the choice of . It is known to have a meromorphic extension to the entire plane and to satisfy a functional equation ([3] , or [5] , VI.11-13).
Before stating the main theorem we make a preliminary reduction. First of all by the Künneth formula,
and, as for any Abelian variety,
But for any irreducible two dimensional representation ρ : G → Aut(H) of G, there is an isomorphism
where the multiplicities are
.
(Here and from now on we assume that i ≤ d; the case i > d can be handled similarly or by using the functional equation.) Now setting H = H 1 (E ⊗ K n , Q ) and ρ : Gal(K n /K n ) → Aut Q (H) in the above isomorphism and noting that Thus it suffices to compute the L(Sym k ρ, s).
To state the theorem we need some notations related to modular forms. For χ a Dirichlet character modulo p n , let S k (Γ 0 (p n ), χ) be the space of modular forms of weight k and character χ for the group Γ 0 (p n ). For every power q of p, the Hecke operator U q acts on this finite dimensional complex vector space, and we set
where n ≥ 1 and the product is over the characters of maximal conductor modulo p n . Similarly, the Hecke operator T q acts on S k (Γ 0 (1)), and we set E q (Γ 1 (1), k, s) = det(1 − T−s + q k−1−2s |S k (Γ 0 (1))).
Combining all these, put
These products of Euler factors are the basic ingredients in the L-functions of the universal curves.
Theorem. Let K n be the function field of the Igusa curve of level p n over the field F q and let E be the universal curve over K n . If
is the usual representation of the Galois group on -adicétale cohomology, then
Remarks: 1) Of course Sym 0 ρ ∼ = Q so the L-function is just the zeta-function of the field K n .
2) The case k = 0, n = 1 also follows from Wiles [12] , thm. 5.4.
3) We will actually prove somewhat more in that prime to p level structure will be allowed; see section 9. On the other hand, it is conjectured by Swinnerton-Dyer [9] that the order of vanishing of L(ρ 2i−1 , s) at s = i for odd i should be equal to the rank of the group A i (E d ) of cycles of codimension i homologically equivalent to zero modulo rational equivalence on E d . The existence of CM forms (see [8] , lemma 3) furnishes zeroes of the L(ρ 2i−1 , s). For example, when p ≡ 3 (mod 4), p > 3, and
at s = i where h is the class number of Q( √ −p). Some examples of the predicted cycles for small p and d = 1 are given in [11] ; a general construction would be of great interest. 
Review of arithmetic moduli.
In what follows, constant use will be made of the notations and results of Katz-Mazur [4] . For the convenience of the reader, we briefly review some essential notions.
4. Moduli problems. Let R be a ring; (Ell/R) will denote the category whose objects are elliptic curves E → S over R-schemes S and whose morphisms are Cartesian diagrams
where f is an R-morphism. A moduli problem P on (Ell/R) is a contravariant functor from (Ell/R) to sets. Here are some basic examples: 
is an equality of effective Cartier divisors. When S is a field of characteristic zero, this coincides with the usual notion of "a basis of the points of order N on E."
The moduli problem [Γ 1 (N )] on (Ell/Z) assigns to E/S the set of homomor-
such that the effective Cartier divisor
is a subgroup scheme of E, or equivalently, the set of generators (in the sense of [4] 1.4.1) of cyclic subgroups of order N in E.
The problem [bal.Γ 1 (N )] on (Ell/Z) assigns to E/S the set of diagrams
where π is a cyclic S-isogeny of degree N , P ∈ E[N ](S) is a generator of Ker π and
is a generator of the kernel of the dual isogeny π t .
The moduli problem [Γ 0 (N )] on (Ell/Z) assigns to E/S the set of cycl.
For every E/S, the group GL 
In [4] (ch. 9), a general approach to moduli problems over cyclotomic integer rings is developed. We limit ourselves to some ad hoc definitions. 
can problem on (Ell/Z) turns out to be equal
can structure on E and this defines the isomorphism.
Fix a prime p and let F p be the field of p elements. For each E/S/F p , we define an elliptic curve E (p) and an isogeny F :
where F abs is the absolute Frobenius morphism of S and the square is Cartesian.
The isogeny F is called the relative Frobenius of E/S; it is purely inseparable of degree p and the dual isogeny will be denoted V :
When S is the spectrum of an algebraically closed field, E is said to be ordinary if V is separable. In this case, Ker V is anétale group scheme over S, thus it becomes isomorphic to the constant group Z/pZ over a separable field extension. When V is inseparable, E is said to be supersingular;
there are finitely many isomorphism classes of supersingular E over S and their j-invariants all lie in the field of p 2 elements. For a general S, E is said to be ordinary if all of its geometric fibers are ordinary.
On (Ell/F p ), the moduli problem [Ig(p n )] of Igusa structures of level p n as-
the empty set to non-ordinary elliptic curves, and the set [Ig(p n )](E/S) to ordinary
, 12.6.1(3)).
If P and P are two moduli problems on (Ell/R), an "exotic" morphism between them is the assignment, for each (E/S, α) with α ∈ P(E/S), of a P structure on a possibly different elliptic curve E :
with α ∈ P (E /S); this assignment is required to be compatible with morphisms
If k is a perfect field of charactersitic p and σ : k → k is its absolute Frobenius, then for any k-scheme S, define S
If P is a moduli problem on (Ell/k), define a new moduli problem P
Finally, if R → R is a homomorphism of rings and P is a moduli problem on (Ell/R), we write P ⊗ R for the "restriction" of P to (Ell/R ).
Moduli spaces. One says that a moduli problem P on (Ell/R) is representable
if it is so as a functor. Concretely, this means that there exists an R-scheme M(P) and an elliptic curve
such that P(E/S) = Hom (Ell/R) (E/S, E/M(P)). According to [4] 
When P is not representable, there is a next-best replacement for M, namely the coarse moduli scheme M (P). Localising if necessary, we assume some prime l is invertible on R. Then M (P) is defined to be the quotient of the R-scheme
) by the group GL 2 (Z/lZ). One checks that this is independent of the choice of l and thus patches to give M (P) over all of R. When P is representable,
For any P, the j-invariant provides a morphism
to the affine line over R. For moduli problems satisfying mild hypotheses (including all the problems considered here), it is possible to compactify M (P) to a P 1 R -scheme
by "normalizing near infinity." The scheme of cusps of P, Cusps(P) is by definition the reduced scheme (j −1 (∞)) red . A modular interpretation of the cusps, in terms of certain degenerations of elliptic curves, is given in [2] . See [4] , chapter 8 for more details on coarse moduli schemes and compactifications. sheaf. Define an invertible sheaf ω on S by ω = π * Ω 1 E/S . Let P be a moduli problem on (Ell/R). Then a (not necessarily holomorphic at infinity) modular form of weight k for P over R is an assignment for each E/S/R and α ∈ P(E/S) of a section
compatible with morphisms in (Ell/R). (In [2] (VII.3.5), some doubt is expressed about the wisdom of such a definition in this generality. We will in fact use it only over the complex numbers, where one is certain that it is correct.) We will call this assignment f ; if it extends to the cusps, i.e., to generalized elliptic curves E/S and α ∈ P(E/S), f will be said to be holomorphic at infinity. Also, f will be called a cusp form if it vanishes on (E/S, α) for degenerate E/S. It is shown in [2] (VII.4) that this definition agrees with the usual one when the base ring R is the complex numbers.
When P is representable, a modular form of weight k for P amounts to a section of H 0 (M(P), ω ⊗k ) where ω is deduced from the universal curve
In many cases, in particular for
is true that a holomorphic modular form of weight k amounts to a section of
.13) and a cusp form of
on (Ell/R), let S k (P) be the space of cusp forms of weight k for the problem P.
We remark that use will be made of this definition only in the case R = C.
Consider a moduli problem P of level N on (Ell/R), an R-scheme S and a prime l not dividing N . If π : E → E is a cyclic S-isogeny of degree l, and α is a P structure on E, then π defines (by composition) a P structure on E , and this induces an isomorphism P(E/S) → P(E /S). Using this we define two exotic morphisms from the simultaneous moduli problem (P, [Γ 0 (l)]) to P by sending
to either (E, α) or to (E , πα). Passing to compactified moduli spaces, we get two
which we can use to define a correspondence T l on M (P). When l is invertible in R, this correspondence defines an endomorphism of the space of modular forms of a fixed weight for P. When R = C, this construction agrees with the usual definition of T l . The analogous construction for U p when p divides N is more involved. We give it in the case P = [bal.Γ 1 (p n ) can ] in the next section.
We will need the analogues of the functions E and H of section 2 for the case of extra prime to p level structure. Let R = C and assume that P = [Γ(N )/Γ] can for some subgroup Γ ⊂ GL 2 (Z/N Z). As before, we have an action of (Z/p n Z) × on the space of modular forms
Now define polynomials in q −s , for q a power of p, via
and
As before, set
The correspondence U p 7. Definition of the correspondence. First a notational convention: if Next we introduce the
. This functor assigns to E 0 /S the set of cyclic p n+1 -isogenies π : E 0 → E n+1 , together with generators P ∈ E 1 (S) of π 1,n+1 and Q ∈ E n (S) of π n,0 subject to the con-
can is isomorphic to the quotient problem
Given any moduli problem P of level prime to p on (Ell/R) for R a Z[ ζ p n ]-algebra, there are two exotic morphisms from (P,
is sent either to
or to
To check that the first map, call it pr 1 is defined, first note that, by the defini-
can , P generates the kernel of the cyclic isogeny π 1,n+1 , and
To finish, we must show that π n,n+1 (Q) ∈ E n+1 (S) is a generator of the kernel of π n+1,1 . But π n+1,n (π n,n+1 (Q)) = pQ which, by the defintion of a standard factorization, generates the kernel of π n,1 . By the "Backing-up theorem" ([4], 6.7.11 (2)), π n,n+1 (Q) generates the kernel of π n+1,1 . Thus the map is defined. One checks similarly that the second map, pr 2 is also well-defined. The induced maps on compactified moduli schemes are finite and flat of degree p.
Using the maps pr 1 and pr 2 , we define in the usual way a correspondence U p
where the sum is over the points of M(P, [Γ 0 (p n+1 ), n, n] can ) mapping via pr 1 to x, taken with multiplicities. We leave it to the reader to check that this correspondence agrees with the usual U p .
8. Geometry mod p. Fix a moduli problem P which is representable, finite
can with N ≥ 3.) In this section we will study the geometry of
Let k be a perfect field of characteristic p and let R → k be a homomorphism.
We recall a result of [4] (13.11.4).
with crossings at the supersingular points, of the following smooth k-curves: for each pair of non-negative integers a, b with a + b = n and each u ∈ (Z/p
For the precise definition of "crossings at the supersingular points," see [4] (13.1-2). We will refer to the curve M(P a,b) )) indexed by a, b, and
In order to use this result, we must describe the correspondence between the various (a, b, u) components and [bal.Γ 1 (p n )] can structures. Given an S-valued point
can ) ⊗ k where S is a k-scheme, there exists a unique pair of non-negative integers a, b such that π can be factored as a purely inseparable isogeny of degree p a followed by anétale isogeny of degree p b . There also exists a unique elliptic curve E/S such that E 0 ∼ = E 
Thus we get (a, b, u) and, using
Conversely, given (a, b, u) as in the statement, if a ≥ b, let (E, Q) be an S-valued
As for M(P, [Γ 0 (p n+1 ), n, n] can ), we have the following result.
with crossings at the supersingular points, of the following smooth k-curves: for each pair of non-negative integers a, b with a + b = n + 1 and each
, and one copy of M(P
The proof of this result is a direct translation of that of Proposition 8.1, which the reader can consult in [4] (13.11.2-4). We merely describe the correspondence between points on the (a, b, u) components and [Γ 0 (p n+1 ), n, n] can structures. Given an S-valued point π :
where S is a k-scheme, there exists a unique pair of non-negative integers a, b with a + b = n + 1 such that π : E 0 → E n+1 can be factored as a purely inseparable isogeny of degree p a followed by anétale isogeny of degree p b . Again, there exists a unique elliptic curve E/S such that
. Assume for the moment that ab = 0. Then
is an Ig(p b ) structure on E, Q ∈ E (p a ) (S) is an Ig(p a ) structure on E, and there
Thus we get (a, b, u) and, using α ∈ P(E 0 ) = P (σ a,b) )). If (a, b) = (n + 1, 0) then Q is an Ig(p n ) structure on E 0 , P is the identity element of E 1 (S), and we get, using α ∈ P(E 0 ), an S-valued
Q is the identity element of E n (S), and using α ∈ P(E 0 ) = P (σ
Conversely, given (a, b, u) as in the statement, if
If a ≤ b < n + 1, let (E, P, α) be an S-valued point of M(P (σ
, which together with α ∈ P (σ
can structure on E which together with α ∈ P(E) gives an S-
Next, we need to describe the two maps
In what follows, we write F for the absolute Frobenius of a curve over k, and V for the map on Igusa curves induced by (E, P ) → (E, V P ). For simplicity, we omit the effect of the maps on P structures in the next statement; for pr 1 , they are induced by the isomorphism π 0,1 : P(E 0 ) → P(E 1 ), while for pr 2 , they are just the identity map on P(E 0 ).
Restricted to the various (a, b, u) components, the map
and the map
Here we use subscripts to indicate the component on which a point lies. The proof is a simple exercise in tracing through the identifications of Propositions 8.1 and 8.2. We leave it to the reader.
The case n = 1 of the following corollary is due to Wiles ([12] , thm 5.4).
ordinary points by the following correspondences:
On the (n, 0, 1) component,
On the (a, b, u) component for a ≥ b > 0,
On the (a, b, u) component for 0 < a < b,
On the (0, n, 1) component,
Note that only the (n, 0, 1) component is left stable by this correspondence.
Proof of the Theorem 9. First reductions We begin with a statement of the more general theorem we are going to prove. Fix a prime p and for q a power of p, let F q be the field of q elements. Let N be a positive integer relatively prime to p and fix a subgroup Γ of
a power p n of p and assume that either p n ≥ 3, or that P ⊗ F q is representable. In this case, the simultaneous problem [P, Ig(p n ) ord ] is representable on (Ell/F q ) by a smooth F q -curve which is an open subset of M (P, Ig(p n )). We have a universal
Let K be the function field of M(P, Ig(p n ) ord ) and K a separable closure; the generic fiber of (9.1) is an elliptic curve E over K. When P is the trivial problem, we recover the situation of section 1. Let be a prime dividing N (so is prime to p and invertible in Z[ ζ N , 1/N ]). As before, there is a representation of the Galois
and the L-function associated to
Let F(k) be the constructibleétale sheaf on M (P, Ig(p n )) associated to the representation Sym k ρ. Explicitly, if
is the Néron model of (9.1), then F(k) ∼ = Sym k R 1 π * Q . According to Grothendieck's theory of L-functions ( [3] , or [5] , VI.13.3), we have
where Fr is the Frobenius endomorphism of M (P, Ig(p n )) ⊗ F p . One knows (us-
Recall the Hecke polynomials
Our main result is then the following calculation of the action of Frobenius on H 1 .
Theorem.
10. The good reduction theorem From now until the last section we assume that N ≥ 5 and Γ is the trivial subgroup of
on (Ell/R). To ease notation, let W (F p ) be the Witt ring of F p , F its field of fractions, and F the algebraic closure. Choose a map R → W (F p )( ζ p n ) and let
is smooth over F and X s is a union of Igusa curves as in section 8. Because P is representable, there is again a universal curve over X and one constructs a sheaf F(k) as before. The restriction of F(k) to the various components of X s is the F(k) previously constructed on these curves. Recall that we have an action of
, and thus on the schemes X, X s and X η . This action commutes with the correspondence U p and with the action of GL 2 (Z/N Z).
For any vector space M on which (Z/p n Z) × acts semi-simply, let M (n) be the subspace on which it acts via a character of conductor exactly p n . Let H ⊂ (Z/p n Z) × be the subgroup generated by (1 + p n−1 ) and ∆ : (Z/p n Z)
Vanishing cycle theory gives an injection
and the good reduction theorem of , 14.5.1) says that this induces an isomorphism
where
1×H is the subspace invariant under 1 × H ⊂ G and the subspaces H 1 (n) are computed with respect to the action of (Z/p n Z) × via ∆. Using the geometric description of X s and the action of G, one sees ([4], 14.6.10) that the left hand space is isomorphic to
and this isomorphism is compatible with the actions of G, U p and GL 2 (Z/N Z). 
But this is clear, as it is a sum over values of a non-trivial character of (Z/pZ) × .) Since transpose correspondences have the same characteristic polynomial, we conclude:
11. The Shimura isomorphism To continue, we choose an imbedding R =
Using this, we get a scheme X C = X ⊗ R C over C (which is independent of the imbedding) and thus an analytic space X an together with a sheaf F(k). If 
This isomorphism is compatible with the actions of G, U p and GL 2 (Z/N Z) simply because these actions come from actions on M(P, bal.Γ 1 (p n ) can ) over R. In particular, since the set of characters of conductor p n of (Z/p n Z) × is Q-rational,
Next we need to bring in modular forms. Let X an o be the open subset of X an gotten by removing the cusps, and let j : X an o → X an be the inclusion. Set
where H 1 c denotes cohomology with compact supports. Considering (P, Γ 1 (p n )) as a moduli problem on (Ell/C), we have the following isomorphism of complex vector spaces, due to Shimura ( [7] ):
Again, this is compatible with the actions of G, U p and GL 2 (Z/N Z).
In order to apply this, we need the following result.
Lemma 11.3. The restriction map
We have maps
and the lemma follows from the fact that the first is surjective and the second is injective. (For the surjectivity, consider the exact sequence
for the injectivity, consider the exact sequence
where H
1
Cusps denotes cohomology supported on the cusps.) Q.E.D.
Applying the compatibility of the Shimura isomorphism with U p and G, we
Finally, using the isomorphisms (11.1-3) and formula (10.1), we find which induces an injection i : H 1 (M(P, Ig(p n−1 )) ⊗ F p , F(k)) → H 1 (M(P, Ig(p n )) ⊗ F p , F(k)).
A dimension count
Clearly the image of i intersects the subspace H 1 (M(P, Ig(p n )) ⊗ F p , F(k))(n) only in the zero element. Since the dimension of H 1 (M(P, Ig(p n )) ⊗ F p , F(k))(n) is equal to the degree of E q (P, Γ 1 (p n ), k + 2, s), i.e., to cond(χ)=p n dim C S k+2 ([P, Γ 1 (p n )], χ), the theorem is a consequence of the following dimension count.
Proposition 12.1.
Proof: We calculate the left hand side using the formula of Grothendieck-OggShafarevitch and the right hand side using the Riemann-Roch theorem.
Write Y n for M(P, Ig(p n )) ⊗ Now the right hand side is equal to
and by the description of modular forms in section 6,
Now the degree of the line bundle ω on M(P ⊗ C, Γ 1 (p n )) is deg(P ⊗ C, Γ 1 (p n ))/24
(and similarly for (P ⊗ C, [Γ 0 (p n ), n − 1, n − 1])), so applying the Riemann-Roch theorem and ([4], 10.13.12), we find that the right hand difference is equal to
where c(P) is the number of cusps for the moduli problem P. Note that, since M(P) 
